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Revise the First conditional with a song 
 
Listen to Count on me by Bruno Mars and fill in gaps 1-12.  
 
You can find the song on YouTube here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JNtAtGGNRU  
 
If you ever 1__________ yourself stuck in the middle of the sea 

2__________ 3__________ the world to find you 

If you ever 4__________ yourself lost in the dark and you can't see 

5__________ 6__________ the light to guide you 

 

Find out what we’re made of, when we are called to help our friends in need. 

You can count on me, like 1, 2, 3, I'll be there,  

and I know when I need it, I can count on you, like 4, 3, 2, you'll be there,  

'cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah. 

 

If 7__________ tossin' and you're turnin' 

And you just can't fall asleep 

8__________ 9__________ a song beside you 

And if you ever 10__________ how much you really mean to me 

Every day I 11__________ 12__________ you 

 

Look carefully at the completed lyrics and analyse the grammar. Complete the table: 

Grammar analysis: First Conditional 

 

Form: If + _____________________ , ______________ + infinitive 

 

 

Use: For talking about possibilities in the past and present / present and future / future 

 

 

Pronunciation: contraction: will = ’ll e.g. I___, you___, we___, he___, she___, it___, they___ 

 

All images and logos have been searched on Google© using the ‘Labeled for non-commercial reuse’ filter search.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4JNtAtGGNRU
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Revise the First conditional with a song (ANSWER KEY) 
 

Song 

If you ever 1find yourself stuck in the middle of the sea 

2I’ll 3sail the world to find you 

If you ever 4find yourself lost in the dark and you can't see 

5I’ll 6be the light to guide you 

 

Find out what we’re made of, when we are called to help our friends in need. 

You can count on me, like 1, 2, 3, I'll be there,  

and I know when I need it, I can count on you, like 4, 3, 2, you'll be there,  

'cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah. 

 

If 7you’re tossin' and you're turnin' 

And you just can't fall asleep 

8I’ll 9sing  a song beside you 

And if you ever 10forget how much you really mean to me 

Every day I 11will 12remind you 

 

Grammar analysis 

Grammar analysis: First Conditional 

 

Form: If + present simple , will / won’t + infinitive 

 

 

Use: For talking about possibilities in the past and present / present and future / future 

 

 

Pronunciation: contraction: will = ’ll e.g. I’ll, you’ll, we’ll, he’ll, she’ll, it’ll, they’ll 

 

 


